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Motivation Pooling OperationMotivation

 The deep-level feature representation is a data-
driven solution, maybe leading to failures on the

Pooling Operation

Then outputs from DDCCA filters are binarized 
based on Hashing transform as follows

driven solution, maybe leading to failures on the
small scale data sets.
One potential solution to balancing the small
scale and deep-level feature representation is to
integrate the multi-view representation and the

based on Hashing transform as follows

integrate the multi-view representation and the
deep cascade structure effectively.
In this paper, a distinct discriminant canonical
correlation analysis network (DDCCANet) based

After that, the vector of ` binary bits is 
correlation analysis network (DDCCANet) based
deep-level feature representation and extraction
is proposed for image classification.
 The proposed DDCCANet mainly possesses

After that, the vector of ` binary bits is 
considered as a decimal number, resulting 
in a single integer-valued “image”.

 The proposed DDCCANet mainly possesses
three different components, including the DDCCA
filters, the pooling operation, and the information
quality representation.

Information Quality Representation

Information quality (IQ) instead of histogram is
employed to generate the deep-level feature quality representation.

Distinct Discriminant CCA (DDCCA)

employed to generate the deep-level feature 
representation as follows 

DDCCA aims to find the discriminant information 
by the within-class and between-class correlation 
matrices across two data sets instead of the scatter 

Therefore, in the DDCCANet, the deep level 
representation of the kth sample  in the dth 
view is written 

matrices across two data sets instead of the scatter 
matrix, it is able to explore more discriminant 
representation especially in multi-feature spaces.

Results and Conclusions

Then Lagrange multiplier and GEV algorithms 

DDCCA Filters

Then Lagrange multiplier and GEV algorithms 
are utilized to find the solution.

DDCCA Filters

Based on  the aforementioned analysis on 
DDCCA, DDCCA filters aims to accomplish the 
task of 2D convolution by vectors based product task of 2D convolution by vectors based product 
operator, which is drawn graphically in Figure. 1.

 The proposed DDCCANet is capable of improving the The proposed DDCCANet is capable of improving the
quality of feature representation from original images.

 Experimental results demonstrates the superiority of
DDCCANet on image classification vs state-of-the-art.
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